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APPLICATIONS
	◆ Espresso machines

	◆ Tea brewers

	◆ Bun warmers

	◆ Small table-top steamers

FEATURES • BENEFITS 
	◆ Eliminates the formation of scale by 

taking out water hardness minerals

	◆ Reduces maintenance frequency and 
cost, and extends equipment life

	◆ Ion-exchange resin for the selective 
removal of hardness minerals with up 
to 1,800 grains of capacity

	◆ High capacity cartridge extends filter 
system life reducing maintenance 
frequency

	◆ 1/4 turn QT Qwik-Twist bayonet 
cartridge makes changing the filter 
quick, easy and sanitary

SFT-Q:   300-05890
Systems Cartridge Used In:  
- QTSFT-3: 160-00450 
- QTSFT-1: 160-52017

FOODSERVICE WATER TREATMENT CARTRIDGE

SFT-Q CARTRIDGE

INSTALLATION TIPS 
 ◆ Insure cartridge is designed to replace the 

existing cartridge.

 ◆ Do not exceed cartridge specifications for 
temperature and pressure.

 ◆ Allow 3" clearance below system for filter 
cartridge removal and replacement.

 ◆ No activation procedure or flushing is 
required for cartridge to perform as 
specified.

 ◆ Feed-water connection to system should be 
COLD only.

OPERATION TIPS 
 ◆ Change cartridges on a regular six (6) month 

preventative maintenance program.

 ◆ Change cartridges when capacity is reached 
or when flow becomes too slow.

SIZING 
 ◆ Service Flow Rate: 0.5 gpm (1.9 lpm)

 ◆ Sediment Reduction: 10 microns (nominal)

 ◆ Hardness Reduction Capacity: 1,800 grains
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SPECIFICATIONS
 ◆ Service Flow Rate 

Maximum 0.5 gpm (1.9 Lpm)

 ◆ Pressure Requirements 
10 – 125 psi (0.7 – 8.6 bar), non-shock

 ◆ Temperature 
35 – 100°F (2 – 38°C)

 ◆ Overall Dimensions 
17.5" L x 3.94" W x 3.94" D  
44.45 cm L x 9.98 cm W x 9.98 cm D

 ◆ Shipping Weight 
5 lbs (2.27 kgs)
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WARRANTY 
Everpure water treatment cartridges by Pentair (excluding replaceable elements) 
are covered by a limited warranty against defects in material and workmanship 
for a period of five years after date of purchase. Everpure replaceable elements 
(filter cartridges and water treatment cartridges) are covered by a limited 
warranty against defects in material and workmanship for a period of one year 
after date of purchase. See printed warranty for details. Pentair will provide a 
copy of the warranty upon request.

The contaminants or other substances removed or reduced by this drinking 
water cartridge are not necessarily in your water. Do not use with water that is 
microbiologically unsafe or of unknown quality without adequate disinfection 
before or after the cartridge.

Since the conditions under which our products may be used are beyond our 
control, we cannot accept any liability with respect to the improper installation, 
application and/or use of our products.
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